in the in the ' 'graphs as objects graphs as objects' ' view view at the level of abstraction of concurrent derivations at the level of abstraction of concurrent derivations (up to shift (up to shift--equivalence) equivalence) combining temporal and spatial aspects combining temporal and spatial aspects supporting reasoning on graph programs, their supporting reasoning on graph programs, their preconditions, actions, and effects on the state preconditions, actions, and effects on the state retaining the graphical (visual) appearance of GT retaining the graphical (visual) appearance of GT Approach: derive logic from the inherent Approach: derive logic from the inherent structure of graphs and graph transformations structure of graphs and graph transformations In a graph containing P, publish, find, and bind are applicable. In a graph containing P, publish, find, and bind are applicable.
In the resulting graph there is a connection between In the resulting graph there is a connection between rq rq and pr. and pr. 
Theorem Theorem
Let C be the set of Let C be the set of " "rule rule squares squares" " for a GTS for a GTS G G. . In a graph containing P, publish, find, and bind are applicable. In a graph containing P, publish, find, and bind are applicable. P implies P implies pre(publish pre(publish ; find; bind) ; find; bind)
In the resulting graph there is a connection between In the resulting graph there is a connection between rq rq and pr. and pr. post(publish post(publish ; find; bind) implies Q ; find; bind) implies Q 
